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Shinji
Let me teach you the key to attaining happiness and prosperity by making the best of your encounters with people.

There is no success in life based on effort.
Happiness and prosperity are attained only after you endeavor to live and be one with your unmei.
But, there are many people who depend solely on knowledge, ignorant of the workings of this world.
This is why suffering deepens and what remains in your twilight years is a life of regrets.

Shinja must learn the teachings to perceive the social change that lies ahead and strive to walk the right path.
Do not go against the flow of society, and live by giving back the strengths of your unmei to society.
Encounters will grow naturally and bring out the best in you, and there will be hopes and dreams in your life.
This is the condition (life) of the human being (shinja) who lives in harmony with the changes of an era.

Society is guided by the power (unmei) of the times, fluid and constantly changing—a truth.
Hence when the teachings are learned and life is lived knowing the true human kokoro, the kokoro to give back is 
learned, happiness is experienced, and a life where kaiun is achieved, is lived.

Summary of the Shinji
　Human beings experience happiness when there is mutual support. Kami teaches us that the key to achieving 
happiness and prosperity is to make the best of our encounters with others. We experience happiness and draw closer 
to achieving kaiun, the more our encounters continue to increase throughout our life. It becomes the happiness and 
prosperity that connects us to our next life. 
　Many believe that when we make the effort and strive, somehow things will go right. But, there are limits to what 
can be achieved by effort. If it is mistakenly placed, it’s wasted.
　The right effort is the endeavor that is one with your unmei; it is the effort to make the best of your strengths to be 
useful in society. There is no kaiun for the person who doesn’t care or think about others and only strives for him or 
herself. Happiness, prosperity, and a life without regrets are only achieved when we give back and use our strengths to 
be useful in society. 
　The effort to be one with your unmei is the effort to learn the teachings and elevate your jittai. It is to know about 
the workings of a world that revolves around the unmei-jittai and to strive to correct your jittai. Unfortunately, there 
are countless people who depend solely on knowledge and strive in vain, ignorant about how the world works. Thus, 
Kami points out this is why our troubles deepen, and we leave behind regrets in our twilight years.
　When we learn the teachings, we’re able to perceive the changes that take place in society. We move with the flow 
and walk the right path. When we perceive the future through the Shinji, we know what we should not get involved 
in, what we can be confidently involved in, and we make the right decisions as we walk the right path.
　To make the best of your unmei—the kokoro to give back is vital. Do not go against the flow of society, and live 
by giving back the strengths of your unmei. When we do this, our encounters with people grow and our hopes and 
dreams in life increase. We become full of life and energy. We’re able to live in harmony with society.
　Society is constantly changing through the power of an era’s unmei. Hence, we must learn how to live as a human 
being from Kami, to give back, to experience happiness, and to achieve the happiness and prosperity that lead to 
kaiun.


